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“CINDY WILSON’S TRILOGY”
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CINDY WILSON
photographer extraordinaire!

Have you ever been drawn into a
photograph and couldn’t take your
eyes away from it because it spoke so
powerfully to you? If you’ve seen any
By Nora Hall,
of Cindy Wilson’s art photography, you
Wickford
probably recognize that feeling.
Resident
Stroll Wickford’s very own Cindy
Wilson has the extraordinary ability to capture her
audience’s attention and challenge viewers to stop, study
and possess the beauty in an object — especially when
the object itself may be worn, decaying, or seemingly not
useful. Throughout her photographic career, Cindy has
developed a deep appreciation for the timelessness and
beauty of old or obsolete objects.
Many of Cindy’s greatest photographs come from her
perception that time changes everything and beauty is
everywhere. Two significant role models for Cindy are
Walker Evans and Aaron Siskind, photographers intent
on capturing the essence of their subjects’ emotions. A
review of many of Cindy’s photos reveals the inspiration
she has received from Siskind’s statement that “any
room that was lived in is not vacant for its memories are
still alive.” Despite the age and tiredness of an old barn,
Cindy captures its history, its life, and the light it still
brings when we look at the story this object adds to our
history and existence.

One of the greatest joys of photography for Cindy is the
usefulness of objects regardless of their age. Her photographs
reflect an awareness of the presence of light and memories
inside an object or scene. She is curious about the stories of
what came before and is moved by a sense of spirituality and
timelessness. “Discovering the unique, honoring the forgotten,
and finding the extraordinary in the mundane” is essential to
Cindy’s work. (https://www.cindywilsonphoto.com/)
One of Cindy’s personal satisfactions is her recent
joint show, Perception & Depth, with Jonathan Stark at the
prestigious Providence Art Club. Wickford Way is proud to
have Cindy’s work on its covers, but her emotional and timeless
studies of old buildings or sentimental items, seascapes,
and various landmarks will bring you to an even greater
appreciation of the effect of the thoughtful and emotional
photography she creates as an artist.
Cindy is also inspired by her opportunities to teach and
help other photographers discover their unique approach to
capturing the emotion, light, and history of various objects. If
you want to learn to bring greater emotion or sensitivity to your
photos, contact Cindy Wilson. In addition to being a sensitive
photographer, she is an excellent teacher.
For a sample of Cindy’s work, visit
https://www.cindywilsonphoto.com/p251128856.
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